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We are glad you have chosen to participate in this program.  We believe it will be 

highly beneficial to you, and to your retail customers.  We do not yet now, but it’s 
possible it will be so successful as to build a nice and enduring retirement income 

for you.   

Chapter 1  
Initial Setup 

To get started as a participating/referring servicer in this program, there are five 

basic steps: 

1. Contact Warrantech and ask them to do the setup on their side.   
 

If you are already a Warrantech servicer, the main thing that is needed is for 
you and Warrantech to together execute a special version of the ASC 

contract.  This special version is needed to protect your interests as a 
referring servicer (in general, Warrantech obliges itself to dispatch to you 
such jobs as are connected to contracts that resulted from your referrals, and 

obliges itself to honor the general level of net benefit you were accustomed 
to when initially beginning your participation).  If you don’t get that special 

contract duly executed, you won’t have the special added rights. 
 
If you are not already a Warrantech servicer, you’ll of course need to go 

through their vetting process to be setup as one.  When you finally sign your 
ASC contract with them, it should be the special contract, as opposed to the 

standard one.   
 

In either case, the easiest way to begin is by sending an email request to 
rossware@amtrustgroup.com.  Just indicate you want to participate, and 
provide these elements of information: 

 
     Servicer name (dba) 

     Physical address 
     Name of contract endorser 
     Phone 

     Email 
 

A Warrantech representative will then contact you, and take it from there.   

2. Go to the http://servicers.keepitfixed.com website and complete signup 
processes with Rossware.   

mailto:rossware@amtrustgroup.com
http://servicers.keepitfixed.com/
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3. Assuming that you wish for solicitations to your COD customers to be 
automated, assure you are using the SD-Mobile program.  Within the SD-

MobileLink utility, check the box as shown here: 
 

 

4. Assure you are setup in SD-Mobile so that emailed tickets are sent 
exclusively via SD-MobileLink (i.e., not sent directly from any technician’s 

mobile computer).  That is done via the setting shown here: 
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The reason you want to assure it is only SD-MobileLink that sends completed 

tickets is because it’s only this app that is equipped to include a solicitation to 
KeepItFixed.com, when so sending.  If, in other words, a ticket was sent 

directly from a tech via his SD-Mobile, there would be no automated 
solicitation.   
 

With the above steps completed, there is but one element of operation that 
will occur differently on your side.  It is that, as SD-MobileLink emails each 

completion ticket on a COD job, the email will include some added text that 
invites the customer to visit the KeepItFixed.com website.  This is, of course, 
solely a behind-the-scenes occurrence.  There is thus no burden (nor does 

any notice need be taken) by personnel in your office. 

5. If you’d like to solicit customers via your website, we suggest you place a 

little blurb (or button) there, with text that conveys a notion something like:  
 
      Afraid of what appliance repairs may cost?  

                            Click here   
 

Configure so that the user’s click opens a url similar to this: 
 

      http://keepitfixed.com/?r=b8c37e33defde51cf91e1e03e51657da 
 
But it must not be the actual url you see above.  It must be one where the 

odd-looking string of text is different, and specifically encodes to identify you 
as the referring servicer.  To obtain this particular url (i.e., the one you need 

for your company), go to your dashboard at http://servicer.keepitfixed.com    
and click the button to “Create URL.”   

The same hyperlink (as above described) may be used if you want to email 

someone an invitation.   

Chapter 2  
Insist on Active Promotion by Your Technicians 

To maximize your benefit in this program, you want to have high rates of 

conversion.  What we mean by “conversion” is that a consumer reads the pitch in 
an e-ticket-submitting email, he/she is enticed and clicks on the link — then, after a 

bit of review on the KeepItFixed.com website, he/she is persuaded, and subscribes 
to a protection plan (then, of course, you get residuals).   

Based on very initial experience, we found rates of conversion to be disappointingly 

low.   

Then we realized why.   

http://servicer.keepitfixed.com/
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No one normally reads the text in an e-ticket-submitting email.  They just don’t.   

Thus, to make this work superbly well, it’s important that you train your techs to do 

a little advance promotion.  In particular, as a tech is clicking to email a completion 
ticket to a customer, a little dialog like the following will go a very long way: 

A. If the completed repair was on the pricey side: “I am sorry this ended up 
being such an expensive repair, but, you know, there’s a way you can 
protect yourself from this in the future (not just on this appliance, but on 

others in your house as well).  When you get the email that contains a 
copy of your invoice, there will be a link in its text that tells you precisely 

how you can get such protection.  I highly suggest you click on that link, 
and explore your protection possibilities.” 

B. If the completed repair was low-cost: “You know, we were lucky in this 

case that it was a very simple fix.  I can tell you for sure, it often turns 
out the other way, and I’ll feel bad if next time I have to tell you it’s a 

nasty and expensive problem.  There’s a way you can protect yourself 
against this (and not just on this machine, but on others in your house as 
well).  When you get the email that contains a copy of your invoice, there 

will be a link in its text that tells you precisely how you can get such 
protection.  I highly suggest you click on that link, and explore your 

protection possibilities.”   

You can imagine that dialog like the above will make a very big difference in rates 

of conversion.  But, how do you persuade your tech’s to do it, to do it consistently, 
and to do it well?   

No doubt you are familiar with the expression “money talks.”   

Our suggestion is you setup some scheme by which to financially reward your 
techs, based on quantity of conversions that result on their COD completions.   

In such regard, you could, potentially, offer to share with each tech in such 
residuals as result from his/her referred completions (perhaps $1 out each of your 
$4 or $6 takes, for example).  You could, further, make such continued sharing 

conditioned on continuing employment, which would provide a nice incentive for 
employment retention.   

On the other hand, we think most techs tend more often to be more motivated by 
immediate reward, so we suggest you consider setting up a program whereby you 
provide them with a lump-sum, up-front reward for each conversion (perhaps $10, 

for example).  If a tech accomplishes even just 30 conversions in a month, that’s 
$300 — likely enough to persuade a tech that he wants to make that promo pitch at 

each and every opportunity.   

Please be assured, BTW, reports as provided by Rossware will give you such info as 
is needed to calculate spiffs to your techs on either basis.   
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Chapter 3  
Practices Generally 

In general, it is likely not optimum for you to make a simple suggestion for your 

customers visit the KeepItFixed.com website.   

The reason is if your customer simply goes there, on his or her own and via simple 
web browsing (i.e., not via a special hyperlink that is provided, typically, either in 

an email or via your website), there then is no direct basis by which the site can 
automatically know to credit your company as the one that led the consumer there 

(as a rule, it is specially-configured hyperlinks that provide this information).   

It is indeed possible that an otherwise “anonymous-browsing” consumer could 

subscribe to a contract, without your company being credited.  Assuming you were 
the one that pointed the consumer there, it’s not something we want to see 
happen.   

Accordingly, we have configured the KeepItFixed signup page so that, if a consumer 
did happen to get there via anonymous browsing, they can nevertheless pick your 

company from a dropdown, thereby attaching you to the contract.  Regardless, 
whether the consumer does this accurately cannot be a 100 percent counted on.  
That’s why it’s generally best if you use the special hyperlinks (which explicitly 

identify you to the site as the referring company) as mechanism for your customers 
to reach the site.   

So, suppose you want to simply tell a customer to go to a website for the purpose 
of signing up.  Don’t tell them to go to KeepItFixed.com.  Instead tell them to go to 
your website, where you will have a little promo page with button that executes a 

hyperlink to KeepItFixed.com.  Tell them to find that page and click on the button.  
That button, simply, will be equipped with a hyperlink that properly identifies you 

as the referrer.  This way you can use the casual “Hey, go to this site” form of 
suggestion, while nevertheless still assuring that when the KeepItFixed.com website 
is reached, the system positively knows you were the sender.    

You may encounter questions from customers regarding whether you recommend 
these protection plans.  Our suggestion is you may answer, in part, by saying you 

know the people at Warrantech and Rossware, and have found them to be good 
people.  You might also indicate you believe it is a good plan.  We suggest, 
however, you resist answering questions about specifics in the plan and what it 

covers.  There’s a chance of misunderstanding, and the customer might be unhappy 
with you if they learn the plan covers less than they had believed, after having 

talked with you.  Thus, for questions concerning what the plan covers, we suggest 
you refer them specifically to the KeepItFixed.com website (of course, with 
directions they should go there by using your provided hyperlink).   

As a further future development, we plan to add a feature to the KeepItFixed.com 
website whereby, if a consumer browsed into the site anonymously (i.e., via a path 

other than a servicer-provided hyperlink), they’ll be offered an opportunity to 
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indicate (from a provided list) who was the referring servicer.  Regardless, we have 
already configured so that, if a consumer first went there via your provided 

hyperlink, then (from the same platform) went back later via simple browsing or 
Google search, a “cookie” will inform the site you were the referrer.   

Chapter 4  
Enjoy 

Following the completion of each month, Rossware will compile a report that 
indicates the quantity and identity of new signups under your account for that 

month.  Likewise, it will indicate the total population of contracts that were active 
during the month and on which funds were collected.  This report will be provided 

to you via email, and via your dashboard.   

Likewise following the end of each month, Rossware will mail you a check for 
residuals due, as connected with the reported-on collections.  Yes, we understand 

paper checks are old-fashioned.  However, we also believe this mode provides you 
with flexibility in regard to how you may wish to deploy this new income source.   


